TRAVEL and ADVENTURE

These aren't the pragmatic books which tell you how to get a visa or find a taxi. Instead, they transport you in your armchair to new places where you can sense the sights, sounds and smells the author does. You meet the people he meets, you learn to know the author well and, perhaps, you meet a new bit of yourself. Criteria for choosing these? They are well written. Many also appeal to one of two baser instincts: ENVY (writer moves to a charming place, has amusing domestic adventures, and eats tempting food) or SCHÄDENFREUDE (writer travels to a place too hot/cold/wet/dry/high, has frightening adventures, and eats weird things-- if he eats at all.) See also other Marriott Picks for things polar, anglophilic etc.

* compiler's picks as best travel narratives

(click on the following or scroll down for contents)
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WITHOUT BOUNDARIES

GREAT TRAVELLERS of OUR TIME

Some writers have one great travel narrative in them or are identified closely with one region. The authors below have a style or persona that attracts readers no matter what they are writing about.

Patrick Leigh Fermor  As an 18 year old walks from Holland to Istanbul in 1933:
A Time of Gifts; from the Hook of Holland to the middle Danube / D921 .F47 STACKS, LEVEL 1
Between the Woods and the Water; from the middle Danube to the Iron Gates/ DJK76.4 .F47 1986 Stacks, LEVEL 1.
Mani; travels in the southern Peloponnese / DF 901 P4 F45 1984 Stacks, Level One. "gorgeously written, with sinuous and alluring syntax, evocative descriptions, and the stylistic inventiveness of a virtuoso" Commonweal

Jan Morris  Few travel writers have been so prolific and yet consistently good. Neither her style nor her travels are flashy but she casts a perceptive eye on many cities. " ...Morris' own intelligence and warmth of personality, which she can't help but invest in every page of her writing." Booklist. Sample anthologies:
Destinations: essays from Rolling Stone / D 849 M72 Stacks, Level One
Journeys / G 465 M66 Stacks Level One
Check UNIS for many other titles, including her histories of the British and the Venetian empires, and a moving account of a journey from being James Morris to Jan Morris.

Paul Theroux You may wonder if you want to spend this much time with a sometimes curmudgeonly traveling companion. You do. "Traveling with Theroux is almost pure adventure because he covets his experiences and guards against commitments that could taint them.." Booklist. Among many titles:
- The Great Railway Bazaar; by train through Asia / DS 10 T43 Stacks, Level One
- The Kingdom by the Sea; a journey around Great Britain / DA 632 .T46 1983, Stacks Level One
- The Old Patagonia Express / E27.2 T47 Stacks, Level One
- The Pillars of Hercules; a grand tour of the Mediterranean / D 973 T54 1995 Stacks, Level One

REGIONAL -- EUROPE

The Innocents Abroad / Mark Twain / PS 1312 .A1 Stacks, Level 2. Still funny and still the archtypical American meeting Europe and the MidEast head on.
Notes From a Small Island / Bill Bryson / DA 566.4 .B79 Stacks, Level One. "combines the intimate knowledge of one who has lived among Britons for a sustained period with the refreshing sense of wonder from a first-time visitor. When Bryson engages in chronicling typically British customs and characters, his love of the place is as obvious as his writing is delightfully irreverent. " Booklist
A Journey through Britain / John Hillaby / DA 631 .H47 Stacks, Level One. A walk from Lands End in the far southwest to John O'Groats on the northeast tip of Scotland.
*These Ruins are Inhabited / Muriel Beadle / ID 922 .B43 Stack,s Level One. Charming memoir of a sabbatical year in Oxford.
London / John Russell / DA684.25 .R87 1994 Stacks, Level One. "a fine and scholarly book that is also, in a sense, indulgent. John Russell is like a kind uncle who is taking London itself out for a treat." NYTImes
English Journey / J.B. Priestley / DA 630 .P7 Stacks Level One. A popular novelist's look at Depression-era England; the journey was retraced fifty years later by contemporary novelist Beryl Bainbridge / DA 632 .B34 Stacks, Level One
Singular Country / P. Donleavy / DA 959.1 .D66 Stacks, Level One. ".. a gently ironic paean to the eccentricities of Mr. Donleavy's adopted Ireland... clever, funny and sometimes a little wearisome." NYTImes

*Map of Another Town; a memoir of Provence/ M.F.K. Fisher / 813.5 F5353m Dewey stacks, Level Two. A Considerable Town / DC801.M37 F57 1978 Stacks/ Level One
Three Rivers of France ; the Lot, Dordogne, and Tarn / Freda White / DC609.3 .W55 Stacks Level One West of the Rhone : Languedoc, Roussillon, the Massif Central DC611.L292 W45 1964 Stacks Level One Invitations to the charms of rural southwestern France.
Running in Place: scenes from the south of France / Nicholas Delbanco PS3554.E442 R86 Stacks, Level One. "As entertaining travel literature ranks with the richest of the genre, standing up strong and tall to inevitable comparisons with Jan Morris" NYTImes
A Year in Provence/ Peter Mayle / DC611.P961 M38 1991 Stacks , Level One. The amusing
bestseller which rejuvenated the Anglo-Saxon-in-picturesque-Mediterranean-village genre.

* **Village in the Vaucluse** / Laurence Wylie / DC611.V357 W9 Stacks, Level One. An academic study of social change, written with such warmth and style as to merit inclusion on this list.

* **End of a dream** / Gaeil Elton Mayo / DC611.F813 M39 Stacks, Level One. "This is the story of a castle in the Jura, of a farmhouse in Haute Provence, and of the people who lived, but failed to stay on there."

* **French lessons; a memoir** / Alice Kaplan PC2064.K36 A3 1993 Stacks, Level Two A wonderful, literate musing on what it means to learn, and love, another language. Not travel per se, but an intellectual journey.

* **Le divorce** / Diane Johnson / PS 3560.o3754 D58 1997 Stacks, Level Two. A good case can be made for putting fiction in this list. I generally avoided it; but this novel --about a young American woman married into a Parisian family-- is too funny and true (excepting the ending) to miss.

* **Spell of the Vienna Woods; inspiration and influence from Beethoven to Kafka** / Paul Hofmann / DB785.W5 .H64 Stacks, Level One. "...his delightful book transforms his characteristically Austrian nostalgia for the terrain of his childhood into an informal history of Austrian society and culture."

**Booklist**

* **A Traveller in Italy** / H.V. Morton / DG 601.M6 Stacks, Level One An affable guide takes you around northern Italy--feels as if it were written earlier than 1964, but all the more pleasant for that.

* **The City of Florence; historical vistas and personal sightings** / R.W.B. Lewis / DG 736.L49 1995 Stacks, Level One. "Lewis takes the idea of city as character one step further. In this utterly captivating mix of historical survey and personal reminiscence, he imbues individual buildings with the stature of dramatic personae." American Libraries

* **Italian neighbors, or a lapsed Anglo-Saxon in Verona** / Tim Parks check UNIS An Italian education; the further adventures... / DG 975.V49.P37 Stacks, Level One. "I would write about what still, after all these years, seemed strange to me here, even though it had become an intimate part of my life, for there the Italianness might be." Amusing.

* **Under the Tuscan Sun** / Frances Mayes / DG 734.23.M38 Stacks, Level One. Professor lives the dream--renovates Tuscan farmhouse. Recipes included. Similarly **Within Tuscany** /Spender and Hills of Tuscany /Mate. check Unis


* **Italian days** / Barbara Grizzuti Harrison / DG 430.2.H37 Stacks, Level One. "I know now--writing this book has taught me--that it was a journey of reconciliation. I understood this more as I traveled south to the sun...to my family."


* **Venice for Pleasure** / J.G. Links / DG 672.L5 Stacks, Level One. The closest thing to a guidebook on this list. Like walking the calles with a charming guide who wears his erudition lightly.


* **Sea and Sardinia** / D.H. Lawrence / DG 975.S3.L38 The first of the famous novelist's several books on Italy.

* **The Light in Holland** / Anthony Bailey / DJ 71.B26 Stacks, Level One. A tribute to Dutch sense of community.. "It might be possible to see in Holland some aspects of the world 50 years from now."

* **Summer at Little Lava : a season at the end of the world** / Charlie Fergus / PS3556.E65 Z47 Stacks, Level Two. Coming to terms with family death while living in a nearly-abandoned farmstead in Iceland. A lyric to the healing power of nature.


* **South from Granada** / Gerald Brenan DP 402.Y4 B74 Stacks, Level One. An early English expatriate in a seemingly unchanging (well, except for visits from Bloomsberries) village.


* **Goodbye Land** / Jose Yglesias / PS 3575.G5 G6 Stacks, Level Two. Bittersweet search for a father he hardly knew, in the Galician village from which his father emigrated and to which he returned in a vain
hope of regaining his health.

*Black Lamb and Grey Falcon / Rebecca West DR 366 .W48 Stacks, Level One. Her 1930s trip to Yugoslavia prompted both thoughts of the burden of history on the Balkans and its lessons for a Britain which refuses to see the approach of World War II. Worth the effort.

Balkan Ghosts / Robert Kaplan / DR 16 .K36 1993 Stacks, Level One. A journey through a southeast Europe emerging from Communism but already showing the re-emerging enmities which soon overtook it.

Between East and West : across the borderlands /Anne Applebaum / D JK19 c .A66 Stacks, Level One. "an inspirational mix of history, politics and travelogue set in the Polish borderlands" The Times

Stalin's Nose : across the face of Europe / Rory McLean / D JK19 .M34 1992b Stacks, Level One. Entertaining (if not entirely credible) travels though Eastern Europe, just weeks after the fall of the Berlin Wall, with Aunt Zita, the fading Austrian aristocratic widow of a Soviet spy.

*The Long Walk / Rawicz, Slavomir / D 805.R9 R3 1956a Stacks, Level One. Incredible tale of a WWII escape from a Siberian POW camp. A small band—with little food or clothing and no maps or compass—walks thousands of miles through taiga, desert, and over the Himalayas to India. Similarly:

As Far as My Feet Will Carry Me / Josef Bauer. D 805 R9 B313


The Hill of Kronos / Peter Levi / D F 727 .L48a Stacks, Level One. Greece known from afar, visited, and revisited. "It was as if we had never been anywhere else, it always is."

Dinner with Persephone / Patricia Storace / D F 728 .S76 Stacks Level One. "Most Americans know more about ancient than modern Greece, a shortcoming Storace hopes to remedy with her illuminating, dazzlingly poetic, and very funny account of her experiences living for a year in this much mythologized and misunderstood land." Booklist

Bitter Lemons / Lawrence Durrell PR 6007 U76 B57 Stacks, Level One. Prosperos.'s cell;
Reflections on a Marine Venus PR 6007 U76 P76 Stacks, Level One. The novelist's classic accounts of life on Greek islands.

REGIONAL -- ASIA


Turkish Reflections / Mary Lee Settle / D R 440 .S4 MidEast, Level Five With fond memories of the friendly Turkish coastal town she lived in as a young woman, the novelist returns to explore contemporary Turkey more thoroughly.

*From the Holy Mountain; a journey among the Christians of the Middle East / William Dalrymple / D S 49.7 .D24 Stacks Level One, also MidEast Level Five. A poignant portrait of villagers and monks, from Turkey to Coptic Egypt, who barely survive among the monuments and memories of the early Church.

Baghdad without a Map / Tony Horwitz / D S 49.7 H67 Mid East Library, Level Five. Many of the books in this section cover a timeless Middle East--this is very much an ironic account of contemporary city life.

Motoring with Mohammed; journeys to Yemen and the Red Sea / Eric Hansen D S 247 .Y42 .H34 MidEast, Level Five. Shipwrecked on a Red Sea island, Hansen must bury his travel journals and return years later to isolated Yemen to retrieve the experiences.

Yemen : travels in dictionary land / Tim Mackintosh-Smith / D S 247.Y48 M335 1997 MidEast, Level Five. "...achievement is to create an entertaining and enlightened view of Yemen, free from the familiar prejudices about Arabs, touched instead by sophistication and savagery, by grim reality and fabulous tales." Sunday Times

*Full tilt; Ireland to India with a bicycle / Dervla Murphy / G 490 .M86 Stacks Level One. In the 1960s a youngish Irishwoman carries out a childhood ambition. Incredible adventures as she travels alone through southwest Asia. Murphy has written many subsequent books on voyages through third-world countries by bicycle, pack animal, or foot.
**Journey's Echo** / Freya Stark / DS 49 S756 MidEast, Level Five
A selection from the writings of this prolific writer on the Middle East.

*The Road to Oxiana* / Robert Byron / DS 49.5 B9 Stacks, Level One
Many travel writers and readers list this 1937 account of Iran and Afghanistan as the best 20th century travel narrative.

**In Xanadu** / William Dalrymple / DS10 .D35 Stacks, Level One
A retracing of Marco Polo's trek from Jerusalem to Kubla Kahn's legendary palace. Endurance leavened with erudition and good-humor. "The patrician attitudes of Robert Byron and Peter Fleming but allows us dashes of Evelyn Waugh in accurately rendered conversations with exasperating and exasperated officials." TLS

The way to Xanadu / Caroline Alexander / PR4480.K83 A44 1994 Stacks, Level Two
Visits to the places that influenced Coleridge's poem... "...thoughtful and lively account shifts gracefully from travel heroics to library exploration." Time

**Arabian Sands** / Wilfred Thesiger / DS 208 .T48 MidEast, Level Five
Travels with the Bedouins in the Empty Quarter by another classic author of this region.

**Among the Believers : an Islamic journey** / V.S. Naipaul / BP63.A1 N35 Stacks, Level One, also MidEast Level Five.
A dark book by a gifted writer who keeps re-examining the relation of underdeveloped nations and the first world.

**The Great Game : the struggle for empire in central Asia** / Peter Hopkirk / DS329.4 .H67 Stacks, Level One
Compelling history of the exploration and geopolitics of Russia and Great Britain in 19th century central Asia.

The epitome of a certain sort of English expedition--armed with pluck and self-deprecating humor but not much equipment or conditioning.

**To the Frontier** / Geoffrey Moorhouse DS 377 .M64, Level One.
That's the Northwest Frontier; adventures in the Khyber Pass and other rugged fringes of Pakistan.

**The Snow Leopard** / Peter Matthiessen / QH 193 .H5 .M37 Science, Level Four
A search for an elusive animal of the Himalayas and for self.

**Seven Years in Tibet** / Heinrich Harrer / DS 785 .H37 Stacks, Level One.
Austrian climber escapes WWII British internment camp in India, crosses the Himalayas and become a tutor to the Dalai Lama in Tibet.

*From Heaven Lake : travels through Sinkiang and Tibet* / Vikram Seth / DS 793.S62 S38 Stacks, Level One.
Student hitchhikes from his Chinese university back home to India. Shows the promise fulfilled by his wonderful later novels like "A Suitable Boy".

**So Close to Heaven : the vanishing Buddhist kingdoms of the Himalayas** / Barbara Crossette / BQ400.H542 C76 Stacks, Level One.

**Great Hill Stations of Asia** / DS 10 .C7 Stacks, Level One.
Competent overviews of mid-altitude Asia.

**Chasing the Monsoon** / Alexander Frater / DS 414.2 .F7 Stacks, Level One.
Follows the monsoon north from its landfall to the wettest mountains on earth. "Elegantly insightful and humorous, he captures the deliberate celebration and relief with which India greets its liquid transformation." Whole Earth Review

**India Unveiled** / Robert Arnett / DS414.2 .A76 Stacks, Level One.
"fine photographs and engaging commentary--part travel memoir, part history--provide an ideal introduction to India's diversity and mesh of past and present." Booklist

**The Heart of India** / Mark Tully / PR 9499.3 T78 H43 Stacks, Level Two.
"...powerful moral fables, informed by an elegiac sadness at the gradual erosion of the rural old India before a riptide of corruption, brutality and intolerance." The Times

**City of Djinns : a year in Delhi** / William Dalrymple / DS486.D3 D35 Stacks, Level One.
"the past and present of Delhi; and, unlike much modern travel-writing, it is informative, learned and funny." Economist

**Desert Places** / Robyn Davidson / DS432.R13 D38 Stacks, Level One.
Trek with the Rabaris, one of India's vanishing nomadic peoples. "As courageous on paper as on desert sands. Davidson will both disturb and exhilarate readers with the acuity of her observations, the sting of her wit, and the candor of her emotions." Booklist

**Golden Earth : travels in Burma** / Norman Lewis / DS527.7 .L49 Stacks, Level One.
"Down the years, Lewis's stylish prose, his descriptive powers and his cunning, tripwire humour have won him many imitators. "Guardian

*The Lady and the Monk; four seasons in Kyoto* / Pico Iyer / DS 897 .K84 I95 Stacks Level One
Parallel journeys-- Ayer learning about Japan as his friend, a young matron, learns confidence and the world outside. "...an acute sense of place with a mordant irony" Time. Also enjoy Iyer's *Video Night in Katmandu* / *DS 10 .I87*

The roads to Sata : a 2000-mile walk through Japan / Alan Booth / *DS 811 .B625 Level One*

Looking for the Lost : journeys through a vanishing Japan / Alan Booth / *DS 812 .B66* "Booth transmits his fascination with life's small moments and the country's small details and thereby makes of his book a truly engaging,. look at the Japan that doesn't make headlines." Booklist


*Throwim way leg : tree-kangaroos, possums, and penis gourd; on the track of unknown mammals in wildest New Guinea* / Tim F. Flannery/ *GN671.N5 F565.* Join an Australian zoologist's good-humored adventures among the unknown or vanishing tribes and animals of highland PNG.

Lost Tribe; a harrowing passage through New Guinea's heart of darkness / Edward Marriott / *DU744.35.L53 M37 Stacks, Level One.* "Had the disaster not happened, the story would have been straightforward. I had gone because I wanted to find out how quickly contact with the outside world would alter the Liaweps' lives. (Instead) I found a lunatic priest, jungle deeper than I ever imagined and a tribe too proud to give much away. I wanted to be the observer, watching coolly from the side. But I had been dragged unwittingly on stage."

*Into the Heart of Borneo* / Redmond O'Hanlon / *DS 646.3 .O44 Stacks Level One.* A naturalist, a poet, and their local guides face rapids, parasites, and each other; written in a classic British manner of humorous understatement.

**REGIONAL -- AFRICA**

No Mercy : a journey to the heart of the Congo / Redmond O'Hanlon / *DT546.29.L54 O34 Stacks, Level One.* Expedition to find a rumored living dinosaur. "...a profound, ambitious, and challenging work, frequently humorous, and full of thrilling observation." Commonweal

The Fearful Void / Geoffrey Moorhouse / *DT 333 .M58 Stacks Level One.* To confront his fears, a man sets off to cross the Sahara, west-to-east, alone. Even with a companion and an aborted destination the trip is indeed harrowing

Native Stranger : a Black American's journey into the heart of Africa / Eddy Harris / *DT12.25 .H37, Stacks, Level One* "As a black American, he sought whatever knowledge of self Africa might have to offer, talking with acquaintances along the way and sharing the generous hospitality of those whose appalling living conditions would test his stamina in countless ways." Booklist

Remote People / Evelyn Waugh / *DT 365 .W3, Stacks, Level One.* The 1930 coronation of the emperor of Ethiopia and a trip through colonial Africa. At the time Waugh was best known for comic novels; he also wrote several of these travelogues.

To Timbuktu / Mark Jenkins / *DT360 .J46, Stacks, Level One To the source of the Niger with kayak."--beyond the bluster -- genuine glimpses emerge of a journey, a mind-set and some truly harrowing wildlife." NYTimes


West with the Night / Beryl Markham / *DT365.75 M3 A38 1983 Stacks, Level One.* Lyrical memories of life in Kenya by a pioneering woman aviator who also describes her solo flight--the first ever--nonstop across the Atlantic east to west.

**REGIONAL -- AUSTRALIA and OCEANIA**
The Songlines / Bruce Chatwin / DU 105.2 C43 Stacks, Level One. The creation myths of the Australian aborigines. "Part adventure-story, part novel-of-ideas, part satire on the follies of "progress," part spiritual autobiography, part passionate plea for a return to simplicity of being and behavior."
NYTimes
Tracks / Robyn Davidson 919.41 D253tr Juvenile, Level Three. "Her journey and her journal follow the classic desert-journey pattern of what she calls 'shedding burdens' ... the narrative flowers when her powerful feelings for the extraordinary landscape break through any previous resentment towards it."
Observer
In Search of Tusitala : travels in the Pacific after Robert Louis Stevenson / Gavin Bell. DU23.5 .B45 , Stacks, Level One "Impeccably researched and beautifully written, this is certainly one of the finest "footsteps" books ever written, full of interest, insight and humour." The Times
Serpent in Paradise / Dea Birkett / DU800 .B53 Stacks, Level One. The 38 inhabitants of Pitcairn Island, descendants of the Bounty mutineers, are perhaps the most isolated community on earth. One reads this a bit guiltily. There is little written on Pitcairn, but one feels an accomplice to the author's trespass and apparent duplicity.
Blue latitudes : boldly going where Captain Cook has gone before / Tony Horwitz. G420.C65 H67 2002 Part adventure, part biography, part study of modern Oceania; always readable.

REGIONAL -- NORTH AMERICA

Travels with Charlie / John Steinbeck / E169.02 .S83, Stacks, Level One
Blue Highways; a journey into America / William Least Heat Moon. E169.04 .H4 Traveling the minor roads shown in blue on the road map.
Road Scholar : coast to coast late in the twentieth century / Andrei Codrescu E 169 .O4 C63 "portrays with style and affection a hilariously contradictory, paradoxically spiritual and materialistic country." Publishers Weekly

REGIONAL -- LATIN AMERICA

So Far from God : a journey to Central America / Patrick Marnham / F1439.5 .M36 1985 Stacks, Level One. "it is consistently interesting, agreeably mixed in mood and tone, randomly but amusingly opinionated" New Republic.
*Brazilian Adventure / Peter Fleming / F2515 F58 Stacks, Level One. Colonel Fawcett, of the intrepid school of British exploration, Exploration Fawcett / P.H. Fawcett / F 3313 F3 Stacks, Level One. disappeared while looking for a lost city in the interior of Brazil in 1925. Several years later, Fleming answered a classified ad in the Times looking for adventurers to find traces of Fawcett, but "beyond the completion of a 3000 mile journey, mostly under amusing conditions...and the discovery of one new tributary to a tributary to a tributary of the Amazon, nothing of importance was achieved."
In the Cities and Jungles of Brazil / Paul Rambali / F2517 .R36 1994 Stacks, Level One. "A sharp eye and an ear for truth, a palpable longing for beauty, and a healthy respect for paradox." Booklist
Running the Amazon / Joe Kane / F 2546 K19 Stacks, Level One. The first complete voyage down the great river from its headwaters high in the Andes, four thousand miles to the sea, battling whitewater, local flora and fauna, and group dynamics.
In Patagonia/ Bruce Chatwin. F 2936 .C47 Stacks Level One Chatwin used the eye and technique of a novelist in a manner that influenced many other contemporary travel writers.
WITHOUT BOUNDARIES

*Natural Opium: some travelers' tales* / Diane Johnson / PS3560.O3746 N38 1993 Stacks, Level Two "...lyrically, using wry humor and biting criticism. Her honest observations of human nature and sharp, unapologetic style prove refreshing...". Publishers Weekly

*Art of travel* / Alain de Botton. TR 790 B68 Science, Level Four. Why do we travel? What can we learn about other places or ourselves? A finely written small volume.

The Sun Never Sets: travels to the remaining outposts of the British Empire / Simon Winchester. DA11 .W63 1985 Stacks, Level One. Winchester, a prolific journalist who usually writes about Asia, visits the scattered islands, generally too small to go it alone, which are still under the seemingly unenthusiastic protection of London.

The Emperor's Last Island / Julia Blackburn / DC 211 B57 Stacks, Level One. Small mid-ocean islands, like Napoleon's exile home St.Helena, are in some ways more isolated now than in the days before airplanes and supertankers.

*Falling Off the Map; some lonely places of the world* / Pico Iyer G 465 .I94 Stacks, Level One. An engaging description of some less-than-enticing destinations- like North Korea.

Traveler's Tales A publisher's series offering anthologies of well-selected excerpts. Check UNIS under title Travelers Tales for current holdings. Sample titles:

- **France** DC16 .T73 1995 Stacks Level One
- **India** DS406 .T73 1995 Stacks Level One
- **A Woman's World** PN6071.T7 B66 1995 Stacks Level Two
- **Brazil** F2517 T738 1997 Stacks, Level One
- **Spain** DP 43.2 T73 Stacks, Level One
- **Hong Kong: including Macau and southern China** DS796.H73 T73 1997 Stacks Level One
- **San Francisco** F 869.S33 T73 1996 Stacks Level One
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